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State of the art, intuitive and 
the first solution to combine 
both tool and library: 
The Mercer Job Architecture Tool 
(JAT) is the easiest way to build 
and maintain your job 
architecture online. 

Mercer JAT
Job Architecture Tool
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Job architecture: 
Building the foundation for an 
effective workforce management.
A sound job architecture provides a consistent 
and transparent framework for career paths 
and development plans for all employees in 
the organisation. It is the baseline for an 
enterprise-wide job and title structure to run 
successful reward programs. 

A global job architecture enables 
organisations to strategically plan, 
retain and develop their workforce.  

Why job architecture 
matters

Key reasons for organisations to invest in a job architecture

HR effectiveness: To provide a seamless employee experience along the 
whole employee-life-cycle. A solid job architecture is the foundation to offer 
individual and targeted development and learning activities to employees; 
to provide transparent and sustainable career path and succession planning;
and to ensure fair and effective compensation and total reward programs.

HRIS implementation benefits: To leverage the full value of an HR cloud 
system. A solid job architecture enables HR managers to unleash the 
functionality of an integrated HR management system and to provide 
predictive people analytics to the business – a major step towards strategic 
workforce planning. 

Changes to the organisation: To manage changes after M&A growth, spin-off 
or other organisational change activities fast and efficiently. A sound job 
architecture allows HR to provide the business with the most effective set-up 
of the future organisation based on optimal numbers of levels, impactful career 
paths and consistency in job evaluations. 
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Maintain your job architecture online, 
export the adjusted job architecture, or 
link it for further use e.g. with your HRIS

Match your uploaded positions to your 
job architecture in a digital, real-time and 
intuitive method

Access and use over 25.000 jobs and job 
descriptions from the Mercer Job library 
which are regularly updated 

Benefit from a tailored job architecture 
proposal model based on your company 
specific set-up and our experience

Build your full job architecture structure 
with job families, sub-families and grades 
based on Mercer intelligence

With the Mercer JAT you can…

Creating a solid job architecture 
with Mercer JAT 

The Mercer job architecture includes:
• Job families, sub-families and specialisations: Group of jobs with the same 

nature of work (e.g. engineering) but requiring different levels of skill, effort, 
responsibility or working conditions (e.g. entry-level vs. senior engineer). 
Sub-families are a smaller group of jobs within a larger job family and 
describe specialised functions.

• Job titles and descriptions: Descriptive name for the total collection 
of tasks, duties, and responsibilities assigned to the job. A job 
title describes the nature and level of work. Titles often 
include the organisational function (e.g. corporate 
compensation analyst) or geographic responsibility 
(e.g. Eastern region sales manager).  

• Grades and career levels: Within a grade jobs with the same 
or similar value, responsibility and know-how are grouped. 
Usually, all jobs in a grade have e.g. the same pay range, 
competencies & skills and performance management 
system. The career levels group jobs into authority areas 
such as executives, management, professional and support.  
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Application flow

Upload your 
company positions 
to the application

Match your 
uploaded positions 
to your defined job 
architecture

Manage your job 
architecture online 
and centrally and 
link it to your HRIS

Provide your company 
key facts to automatically 
generate a job 
architecture proposal 

Access your proposed 
job architecture 
structure based on 
Mercer intelligence 
and research

Create your company 
specific job architecture 
by adjusting the 
proposal to your 
specific environment 
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Benefits 
of Mercer JAT

Lean and easy 
data access

Locally store 
a static JA 
Framework

Offline collaboration 
via email and 
documents

Client to wait for 
Mercer to validate 
data entry

Need to work with 
the required data 
trainings 

Data provided in a 
massive and complex 
data file 

Manage a central 
and dynamic JA 

Framework

Intuitive online tool, 
with help and user 

guide

Real-time, consistent 
validation of work 

progress

Central online access 
for all users to the 

most recent version

Digital data access 
customisable to 

client needs 

Online 
collaboration

Real-time data 
validation

User-friendly 
interface 

Dynamic JA 
usage 

WithoutMercer JAT:WithMercer JAT: With Mercer 
JAT you maximise
your efficiency 
and minimise
efforts, costs and 
the risk of losing 
valuable data. 
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How to get started

Contact your Mercer consultant to get 
a demo of the Mercer JAT and cover 
important details like GDPR 
compliance, etc.

Order your subscription to use the 
Mercer JAT to build your job architecture

Receive your log-in details and assign 
your job architecture expert team to 
start working…

… Ready!
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Contact us
www.mercer.com.au
contact.australia@mercer.com

http://www.mercer.com.au/



